How to separate and dispose of your waste and garbage
☆Cautions in handling all types of garbage
○All garbage should be taken out to a designated collection site by 8:30am of each collection day.
○Do not take out the garbage except on collection days. Please check the correct days and items of your garbage on
the garbage calendar before taking it out.
Be aware of national holidays when collection days are moved.
○As for the waste which is generated on such occasions as moving out or special cleaning, please dispose of it either
by taking it to Sennan Garbage Disposal Facility on your own or ask one of the designated general waste collection
companies.
○If you find the designated garbage bags or bulky waste stickers you purchased are defective, you can have
them exchanged at the shop where you purchased them.
高さ

（1ｍ以内）

Burnable waste: (collected twice a week): 45 yen for 45L bag, 30 yen for 30L bag, 20 yen for 20L bag, 10 yen for 10L bag
○Such waste as futon (thick quilt) and blanket, carpet (both regular and electric), plants, clipped branches,
desasembled wooden furniture are ollected as burnable waste.
○Plastic products such as pails, trash boxes, planters, and clothes hangers, even with a "recyclable" sign, are
collected as burnable waste.
○Kitchen garbage, or raw garbage, should be drained very well before taken out.
○For paper diapers, please get rid of stools in a toilet before taking them out as garbage.
○Sharp, pointy garbage, such as bamboo skewers, need to be squashed or bent in order to be collected
safely.
○Pet manure and vomit cannnot be collected as burnable waste. Please dispose in your home
toilet. As for pet toilet sand, it is collected as burnable waste.
○If the pet manure or vomit is absorbed in newspaper or coagulant, it is collected as burnable waste.
※If it's in a liquid form, please take it out as non-burnable waste.

Futon (thick quilt), floor cushion, matress, and carpet

Clipped branches and disassembled furniture

30ｃｍ

Please fold futon or carpet to put in a designated
garbage bag, If it's too big and does not fit in the bag,
bundle it with cord or string and attach a 45L garbage
bag.

1ｍ

Clipped branches or disassembled furniture made of
burnable material should be bundled with cord or string.
Please attach a 45L garbage bag.
高さ

（1ｍ以内）

Non-burnable waste and bulky waste (collected with charge/applied by phone)

(072-483-1132
○Please call the above number between 9:00am and 4:00pm on weekdays.
※Please try to apply no more than twice a month using 5 bags or items each time at the most.
Things that can be put in a designated bag.

Things that cannot be put in a designated bag
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●受付番号を記入下さい。
●この券を粗大ごみの見えやすい位置に貼って下さい。
●この券は一度貼ると貼り直りません。ご注意下さい。

Bulky waste sticker: 500 yen
①When you apply by phone, please give your address, name, and phone number.
○Please take out non-burnable waste and bulky waste to the front of your house on the day of collection. If your
house is located where the waste truck cannnot enter, you will be informed of a different site, such as a waste station
of an apartment area, etc.
②Please tell the names and number of the items.
○As for bulky waste such as a chest of drawers, a kitchen cabinet, and a bookshelf, you will be asked about the
size (height, width, and depth)
※When you measure those items, measure the longest part of each side.
③Your receipt number, the date of collection, and the fee will be informed.
※The costs of designated bags for non-burnable waste is 500 yen for a 45L bag and 250 yen for a 20L bag. For
bulky waste, one sticker costs 500yen.
(1)If the total length of the three sides (height, width, and depth) is 3 meters or smaller, please put one sticker. If the
bulky waste is bigger than this size, two stickers are required.
(2)A set of furniture (such as a set of sofa and arm chairs, and a set of dining table and chairs) requires 2 stickers, if a
set consists of up to 5 pieces.
④Please purchase designated non-burnable waste bags or bulky waste stickers at a nearby shop, depending on the
type of your waste.
○If you cannot find them yourself at the shop, please ask a clerk (ask for Soudai gomi shori-ken).
⑤Put your waste in the designated bag, or put the sticker on it accordingly, and place the waste outside by 8:30am
on the informed collection date.

Used Clothes (recyclable/ collected free)
Clothes in this case do not include things you put on your head, hands, and feet, and underwears, as they are not
suitable for recycling
○Please follow the collection day calendar.
○Please put the clothes in transparent or translucent bags, but put only those that are washed clean and are in a
moderate condition, since they are meant to be collected for recycling.

Things that cannot be collected

Not suitable for recycling
○Things that are dirty or have holes, bedding (futon, pillow, matress, etc), interior parts (carpet, floor cushion, etc),
items like hats and gloves, or things that you put on your head, hands, and feet are not suitable for recycling, so please
take them out as burnable waste.

Paper containers, wrapping paper, newspaper, magazines, cardboard (recyclable/collected free)
○Please do not put paper items in plastic bags to avoid trouble of separating them.
○Drink cartons need to be cut open, washed a little, and dried before disposal

Things that cannot be collected

Do not put in a plastic bag.

○For adhesive envelopes and post cards, things made of water-resistant paper such as paper cups and plates, oil
paper, systhetic paper, thermal paper such as fax paper and receipt, printer-ready paper, carbon paper or non-carbon
paper, paper of complex materials such as plastic film, fragrant paper such as soap wrapping paper and paper box for
detergent and incense sticks, please separate them as burnable waste, as they are all unsuitable for recycling.

Plastic containers and wrappers (recyclable/collected free)
※Dirty items cannot be recycled, so please take them out as burnable garbage.

Caution when taking them out
They need to be cleaned and dried with no remnants or particles of food inside.
Items like large pieces of foam polystyrene need to be broken into small pieces and put in a transparent or translucent
bag.

Plastic bottles (recyclable/collected free)

Please remove labels and lids and dispose of them with plastic containers and wrappers

Bottles and cans (recyclable/collected free)

○Cans up to 9L in capacity should be taken out as recyclable waste.
○18L cans and cans for engine oil need to be taken out as non-burnable waste.
○Jars for medicine and agricultural chemicals cannot be recycled, so please take them out as non-burnable waste.
○Cosmetic bottoles with "recyclable" sign are treated as recyclable waste, and the ones without the sign are nonburnable waste.

Items covered under the Home Appliance Recycling Law (TV sets, refrigerators, freezers, washing machines and dryers, and air
conditioners)
○Items covered under the Home Appliance Recycling Law cannot be collected by the city. Also, they cannot be treated at a
waste disposal facility.

①You can request a distributor to dispose of those items.

②You can bring those items on your own to a designated site or delivery company.
③Following are the designated dealers that you can contact and ask for the treatment of those items.
☆ Sennan Environmental Cooperative Association

☎４８３－０５３０

☆ Sennan Cooperative Association for General Waste

☎４８４－０２８８

1 To ask the store to treat your waste
①Please ask the store where you purchased the item, or a nearby store.
②"Collection and delivery charge" and "recycling fee" need to be paid to the store.

2 To bring the items to the designated site on your own
① Please pay the recycling fee at the post office or the designated site.
※You will find an application form at the post office or the site. The manufacturer's name of the item needs to be
filled in, so please find out in advance.
②Please put the "recycle sticker" on your item and bring it directly to the "designated site, or the delivery company."

3 To ask a designated dealer to treat your waste
○Please call one of the telephone numbers above, make arrangement, and pay "collection and delivery charge" and
"recycle fee."

Recycling of personal computers

PCs with no manufacurers (such as self-built computers or computers made by a manufacturer that has gone
bankrupt, etc) will be collected and recycled by the "PC 3R promotion Center" for a fee.
※(０３－５２８２－７６８５
(http://www.pc3r.jp)

Recylcling of motorecycles and scooters
Call Center for Two-wheeled Vehicles

☎０３－３５９８－８０７５

Open between ９：３０～１７：００ (except Saturdays, Sundays, national
holidays, year-end and new year days)

（http://www.jarc.or.jp/motorcycle/）

Other items that cannot be collected or brought in directly
○Following items cannot be collected by the city nor can be
brought in directly to Sennan Garbage Disposal Facility

Area Division Map for Garbage Collection
Garbage collections days in the areas marked with a blue line are Mondays and Thursdays, and days in the red-lined
areas are Tuesdays and Fridays.
Sennan Cleaning Office Association (Cleaning Plant)/Government Building of Cleaning Department/Sennan City Hall

